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1 Introduction 

The purpose of this document is to help e-Stage users license, setup, manage and use 
e-Stage. This new version can be used for all resin-based systems. The stereolithography and 
the DLP technology can be covered now with e-Stage. This has an impact on the parameter 
file, where some parameters will only be visualized when the proper license has been 
activated. 

e-Stage can be used as a batch processor (stand alone) or via Magics. For either type of use, 
this document will guide you through the installation and configuration process. Once e-Stage 
is installed and running, making the proper parameter configuration is the most important 
consideration in generating desired supports. In some rare situations, finding a good solution 
for your support generation can be challenging. There are potential solutions for some of these 
cases in ‘FAQs’. 
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2 Installation 

The installation of e-Stage requires an e-Stage installer. For protection reasons, Materialise 
cannot provide the installation file to the user. Therefore, an application engineer will visit the 
customer and will perform the installation on the desired computer(s). Another option is to 
install e-Stage via remote control, so that the Materialise application engineer can take over 
the screen of the computer where the installation will be performed. 
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3 Registration 

When e-Stage is initially launched, a registration wizard will automatically pop up to assist in 
registering. 

 

Some important definitions: 

System ID 

The System ID is a unique identifier for the PC on which Materialise software is installed. This 
ID is dependent upon computer hardware and will be used to generate a unique key-file. You 
can find your System ID in the registration wizard of all Materialise software. 

Key file 

A Key file is a file generated by Materialise and will be linked to a unique System ID. Key files 
are used to activate all Materialise software. 

CCKey 

A CCKey is a unique 16-character-long code linked to a Materialise software license. This code 
can be found on the Certificate of Authenticity sent with each licensed copy of Materialise 
software. 
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3.1. Evaluation licenses 

As part of the e-Stage usage qualification process, it is customary to issue evaluation licenses 
of the software. This allows users to determine whether e-Stage will suit support generation 
needs and help the purchase decision making process. The use of the software is limited to 
just one PC (linked to 1 System ID). 

 
Check ‘I want to register an Evaluation key file I received via e-mail’ to browse to (or manually 
input) an Evaluation license key file. 

Important remark: Make sure that you already have the appropriate key file in your  
e-mail or at a removable disk. 

Once you have selected your key file, the Next button will become enabled. Clicking Next will 
verify the key file you entered. If it is valid, your software will be licensed and an overview of 
the registered modules is shown. 
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3.2. Local licenses 

A local license allows use of e-Stage on a single PC (linked to 1 System ID) and one CCKey 
(registration key as a Materialise customer). 

 
Check ‘I want to register a License key file I received via e-mail’ to browse to (or manually 
input) a Local license key file. 

Important remark: Make sure that you already have the appropriate key file in your  
e-mail or at a removable disk! 

Once you have selected your key file, the Next button will become enabled. Clicking Next will 
verify the key file you entered if it is valid, your software will be licensed and an overview of the 
registered modules is shown. 
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3.3. Floating licenses 

Choose this option to connect to an active floating license server. The Floating license server 
manager dialog will be shown. Before registering your floating license you must have 
requested and received a floating key file which is added to the floating license server itself.  

 
Add a server 

To use the license registered on the floating license server the connection to this must be 
made. To add a new floating license server, click on the Add a server button. Use this dialog 
to fill in the IP address or hostname, IP Port and description for the floating license server. 
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Use the Test button to check the status of the connection. If a connection can be established 
the following message is displayed: 

 
To remove a floating license server from the list, select the server and click on the Remove 
selected server button. To change a floating license server, select the server in the list and 
click on the Edit selected server button. 
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3.4. Show License and System Information 

The ‘Show license and system information’ option displays an overview of your licenses and 
system info. 

 

System information 

In the System information section of the License information dialog you can find your System 
ID and your CCKey. 

About dialog 

The ‘About’ dialog box displays exactly which version you are currently running, together with 
some system specific information. 
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4 How to use 

Most of the customers are using e-Stage via Magics, but it also can be used as a batch 
processor (stand alone). The configuration is different in both cases, and will be explained in 
detail. 

4.1. Stand alone 

1.1.1 Front end user interface 

When you open e-Stage as stand alone application, a front end user interface will appear: 

 

Directory 

Select an input folder by browsing to that folder. All the files/parts containing this folder and 
recognized by e-Stage (.stl, .cli, .slc, .sli), will be processed. 

Parameter file 

After selecting the right input folder, you can assign the right parameter file to the parts in 
that folder. The parameter file created to generate supports will depend on machine and 
material specifications as well as user preference. 

 Browse: load an existing parameter file 

 ‘+’ icon: create a new parameter file (see chapter 5. Parameter file editor) 

 ‘pencil’ icon: edit the selected parameter file (see chapter 5. Parametef file editor)  
 ‘x’ icon: delete the selected parameter file 

Settings profile 

A settings profile must be loaded or created before e-Stage will generate supports. This 
profile contains parameters regarding input, output and processing. 

 Browse: load an existing settings profile 

 ‘+’ icon: create a new settings profile 

 ‘pencil’ icon: edit the selected settings profile 
 ‘x’ icon: delete the selected settings profile 

Go 

Generate e-Stage supports. 

Cancel 

Shut down e-Stage. 
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2.1.1 Settings user interface 

In the Settings window, an array of parameters are grouped into 3 categories: input 
parameters, output parameters and processing parameters. 

 

Input parameters 

The input parameters define how files are imported into e-Stage. 

 

Ignore formats 

Indicate the file format(s) (e.g. stl, slc, sli, cli) in the input directory for which no supports will 
be generated. 

Units 

Choose to work in millimeters or inches. 

Treat subfolders as platforms 

Automatically generate supports for multiple parts on multiple platforms. Each user created 
subfolder in the input directory will be recognized as a distinct platform. Each part in every 
subfolder will have supports generated with the same parameters. Parts do not have to be 
merged beforehand since e-Stage processes individual parts more efficiently. 

Reuse point calculation 

e-Stage will attempt to expedite support generation by utilizing a previously generated 
intermediate file with extension ‘.estage_pnts’. This will speed up the process. 
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Output parameters 

The output parameters define how parts and supports are exported out of e-Stage. 

 

Output format 

Output desired file format. The drop-down will list all possibilities: 

 Input format + stl: export in the same format as the import format and in stl 

 slc + stl: export in stl and slc 

 sli + stl: export in sli and stl 

 cli + stl: export in cli and stl 

 input format: export in the same format as the input format 

 stl: export in stl 

 slc: export in slc 

 sli: export in sli 

 cli: export in cli 

Colored stl 

Stl files will be exported with color information, which is helpful in inspecting e-Stage 

supports. 

 Grid color (RGB: 191 191 191) 

 Foundation color (RGB: 151 151 151) 

 Grid to part connections color (RGB: 000 000 255) 

 Gusset connections color (RGB: 000 255 000) 

 Part to part (RGB: 255 255 000) 

 Foundation to part color (RGB: 000 255 255) 

 Force calculated grid to part connections color (RGB: 255 000 255) 

 Force calculated gusset connections color (RGB: 255 151 000) 

 Force calculated part to part color (RGB: 255 000 000) 

 Force calculated foundation to part color (RGB: 255 151 255) 

 Force calculated connections color (RGB: 000 000 000) 
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Prefix 

Text can be added to the beginning of the file name. 

Suffix 

Text can be appended to the end of the file name. 

To separate support folder 

To organize output files, supports can be placed in a separate folder located in the input 

directory. If utilizing ‘treat subfolders as platform’ the support folder will be placed within the 

subfolder. 

Overwrite existing files 

Overwrite existing files with the same name in the output location. 

 

Processing parameters 

The processing parameters influence the efficiency of support generation. 

 

Maximum numbers of cores used 

The number of CPU cores assigned to the process of support generation via e-Stage. When 

this parameter is set to 0 (default value), the CPU will use all available cores for the 

calculations, where possible. 
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3.1.1 Preferred workflow 

Orient your parts 

If you will not be treating subfolders as platforms, then the parts do not need to be properly 
located in relation to one another. If you will treat subfolders and platforms, you should make 
sure the files in the subfolders are located properly in relation to each other, just as they would 
be on the real platform. In either case the parts should be located at the proper Z height. 

Place the parts in the Input directory 

You can place any number of files in the input directory and subdirectories. e-Stage will 
process all of these files in a batch process. 

Select a parameter file 

Typically you will choose from a small library of parameter files that you have developed, but 
there may be particular circumstances where it makes sense to adjust the parameters. For 
example, when a smaller beam spot is used, the parameters can be changed to provide more 
stability. In this case you might consider increasing the edge width and decreasing the hull 
reduction. 

Generate your supports 

Upon clicking Go, e-Stage will process the files in the input directory and will save the support 
to the proper folder(s): the input folder (and its subfolders). 

Validate your supports 

We recommend loading the parts and support files into Magics for a quick validation.  
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4.2. Via Magics 

For Magics users, e-Stage supports can also be generated via Magics. The integration 
simplifies the platform generation by allowing the user to visualize the parts with their e-Stage 
supports. Before e-Stage is usable in Magics, some configurations are necessary. 

4.1.1 Magics configuration for e-Stage 

Step1: Check e-Stage installation 

Make sure e-Stage is installed on a local or server based system (see 2. Installation). 

Step 2: Check e-Stage interface license 

To use e-Stage in Magics you will need a ‘Streamics e-Stage Magics Interface’ license. This 
license is free of charge, but is bundled in a separate Magics module and needs to be added 
by a Materialise employee. 

Go to ‘Options & Help – Licenses’ 

 

Check ‘Show license and system information’, 
then click ‘Next’ 

 
 

Check under ‘Overview licenses’ whether 
‘Streamics e-Stage Magics Interface’ is listed 
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Step 3: Locate the e-Stage installation folder 

The installation folder of e-Stage needs to be recognized by Magics. If you have more than 
one version of e-Stage on your PC, you only can assign one version to your Magics. 

Go to ‘Settings – Modules – Materialise e-Stage’ and browse to the right installation folder 

 

Step 4: Assign a local folder with a list of parameter files 

Magics works exclusively with an assigned folder for e-Stage parameter files and will not 
work with parameter files outside of this folder. 

Go to ‘Settings – File I/O – Working folders – Materialise e-Stage parameter folder’ and 
browse to the right parameter file folder 

 

These settings are individual for every user on the PC. If e-Stage has to be installed as 
administrator, remember to log out and configure it for the eventual user. After configuring 
these settings, it is recommended to close Magics in order to save the changes.  
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5.1.1 Generating e-Stage supports in Magics 

The e-Stage supports can be generated via ‘Export platform’ in Magics. During the export of 
the parts, Magics will recognize whether e-Stage supports are required. If so, e-Stage will 
automatically generate the supports and export them as well. 

Step 1: Platform preparation in Magics and export platform 

 

Step 2: Edit e-Stage supports 

                    

By clicking Edit in the export platform window, e-Stage support functions will be displayed: 

 Materialise e-Stage Support Generation During Export 
Enable this checkbox to generate e-Stage supports during exporting the parts. 

 Drop-down list of parameters 
e-Stage parameters can be assigned in Magics (See 4.2.1. Magics configuration for e-
Stage – Step 4). In the drop-down list you will be able to choose a parameter file from 
that assigned folder. 
Clicking New will open the default parameter list. 
Clicking Edit will give you the opportunity to change the input values of an existing 
parameter set. 

 Generate supports only for selected parts 
When this checkbox is enabled, e-Stage will only generate supports for the selected 
parts on the exported platform. 
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 Generate supports only for parts without SL or Volume Support 

When this checkbox is enabled, e-Stage will only generate support for the parts without 
Magics supports. 

 One platform support 

All selected parts on the platform will have one all-encompassing support structure. 
The advantage of utilizing this operation is that it will prevent the supports from 
intersecting with other e-Stage support structures as well as with other parts. 
The name of this support structure can be edited and previewed. 

 Merge with Magics supports 

Magics and e-Stage supports will be combined and then exported as one file. 

 Load generated support 

To visualize the generated supports, Magics can load the generated support as an STL 
file.  

 Use no-support zones 

A warning prompt will be sent to the user indicating this is not recommended (See 4.2.3 
Use of no-support zones). 

Step 3: Generate e-Stage support 

After editing the e-Stage supports, you can generate them: 

Click ‘OK’ in machine properties to confirm your selection 
 

 

Click ‘Export’ to export the platform 
and generate the e-Stage support 
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6.1.1 Use of no-support zones 

Some parts have surfaces that are very difficult to access and thus present complications for 
post-processing. Under these circumstances, it may be preferential to prevent supports from 
being generated in these zones, especially when achieving a higher quality surface finish 
outweighs a possible deformation due to lack of supports. 

Important remark: In principle, these surfaces require supports to prevent surface 
deformation and prohibiting e-Stage from generating supports in these zones should 
be avoided as much as possible. The user is responsible for indicating surfaces, called 
‘no-support zones’, where e-Stage is precluded from generating supports.   

Example: A demonstration part with a channel going through a solid block (transparent for 
visibility) can be seen below. 

 
After analyzing the part geometry, e-Stage generated supports throughout the channel. 
Unfortunately, the end of the channel doesn’t go through the block but abruptly terminates 
within the solid block resulting in a difficult to access area for support removal and finishing.  

Transparent view 

 

Z-section view 
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How to create ‘no-support zones’: 

Go to the ‘Materialise Software’ toolbar in Magics and click on the ‘add no-support zones’ 

icon 

 

An ‘indicate no-support zones’ window will pop up, and the cursor will change into a 

“marking” cursor. The view and marking tools can also be used to indicate the desired areas. 

 

Select the surfaces where no supports are required. Click ‘add marked area’ to define the 

marked zones as ‘no-support zones’. The green zones (marking zones) will change into purple 

zones (no-support zones). Ensure the ‘use no-support zones during export’ checkbox is 

enabled. The user will receive a warning prompt that ‘the use of no-support zones is not 

advised and may lead to wrongly unsupported areas’. 
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e-Stage will not generate supports in ‘no-support zones’. 

7.1.1 Preferred workflow 

Orient your parts on the platform 

In the Magics platform scene, orient and place your parts in the desired location on the machine 
platform. 

Choose your parameters 

Select a parameter file. All parameter files will be provided by Materialise for every Magics 
platform and material you request. We also have representatives at your disposal who will 
collaborate with you to customize, adjust and troubleshoot parameters for new machines or 
materials.   

Export the platform 

When you export the platform from Magics, e-Stage will generate supports for the selected 
parts.  Optionally, it can also save all of the parts or .magics project into the directory you 
specify. Two advantages of using the Magics interface is that it is easier to densely nest parts 
as well as provide validation by automatically viewing the generated supports in Magics. 

  

Transparent view Z-section view 
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5 Parameter file editor 

5.1. User interface 

The user interface can be accessed from either the stand alone user interface or via Magics: 

 Stand alone 

 

 Magics 

 

Clicking the icons/buttons above within the marked red zone will open the ‘parameter file editor’ 
window (view: full screen mode). 
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This window contains, apart from the actual parameter and its values, some more functions: 

 Load: load an existing parameter file. The value of the parameters can be edited.  

 Save as: save the parameter file. Choose a name and a destination for the parameter 
file. 

 Save: save an existing parameter file after editing some parameters. 

 Reset: reset all parameter values to the default values. 
 

 ‘Question mark’: Clicking the question mark icon will open a new window: 

 

About: information about the version number and copyright info. Patent numbers 
are visualized in this area as well. 
Licenses: information about the license expiring date. Clicking Licenses will open 
the Materialise license wizard. 
Help: Clicking PDF Manual will open the manual in pdf format. 
 

 ‘View mode’: Clicking the 4 arrows button will change the view of your parameters. 
The full screen mode will visualize all the parameters on your screen. The tab sheet 
mode will visualize only the parameters for 1 parameter group. 
 
F.e. Tab sheet view: 
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5.2. Parameters 

All the information provided in this manual for each parameter can also be found in the 
directly in the e-Stage software. When you hover over the information icon placed beside 
each parameter, a pop up will appear with a description of the parameter as well as a tip 
where applicable. The parameters are arranged into 8 groups: 

Machine 
Parameters related to the machine settings. 

Material 
Parameters related to the kind of material that is being used. 

Point Distribution  
Parameters related to the points on the part(s) where the support will be touching the part(s).  

Top Connection 
Parameters related to the geometry of the contact points and the connections to the grid for 
down-facing surfaces.  

Bottom Connection  
Parameters related to the geometry of the contact points and the connections to the grid for 
up-facing surfaces.  

Gusset Preferences 
Parameters that may influence the forced (!) creation of gussets (part-to-part connections). 

Grid 
Parameters related to the structure of the grid that will support the part(s).  

Slicing 
Parameters related to the slicing operations. 
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5.2.1 Machine 

Accuracy 
The accuracy of the machine. 
TIP: The input for laser-based machines is the laser beam diameter; for image-based 
machines, the pixel size is the right value. 

Recoater Load 

The maximum load the recoater can exert on the part as it sweeps. 

TIP: A higher recoater load will generate more supports because larger forces will impinge 

on the part. The default value (10 N/m) is a suggested value for non-ceramic materials. 

Ceramic materials may require an increase in value. 

 

Maximum Suction Pressure (Only visible with DLP license!) 
The maximal suction pressure on the build that occurs during vertical movement of the 
platform. 
TIP: A higher suction pressure will generate (more) reinforced supports because the parts 
need to withstand the additional pressure. 

Platform shape 
The platform shape can be set to circular or rectangular. 

5.2.1.1 Rectangular option 
 

Build envelope minimum x 

The minimal x position of the machine's build envelope/machine platform. 
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Build envelope minimum y 

The minimal y position of the machine's build envelope/machine platform. 

 

Build envelope minimum z  

The minimal z position of the machine's build envelope/machine platform. 

 

Build envelope maximum x  

The size of the machine's build envelope in the x direction. 
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Build envelope maximum y 

The size of the machine's build envelope in the y direction. 

 

 

Build envelope maximum z 

The size of the machine's build envelope in the z direction. 

 

 

5.2.1.2 Circular option 
 

Build envelope center x 

The x position of the platform center. 
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Build envelope center y  

The y position of the platform center. 

 

 

Build envelope radius 

The xy radius of a circular platform. 

 

 
 

Build envelope minimum z 

The minimal z position of the machine's build envelope/machine platform. 
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Build envelope maximum z 
The size of the machine's build envelope in the z direction. 
 

 
5.2.2 Material 

Liquid phase density  

The density of the resin in liquid phase. 

Solid phase density  

The density of the resin in solid phase. 

Young’s modulus  

The E-modulus of the resin in solid phase, without any post cure. 

Maximal tensile strain 

The maximal elastic deformation that e-Stage will allow the contact points to experience. 

5.2.3 Point distribution 

Influence region 

 Interior point 

A circular area of influence with user defined radius is assigned to each interior 

contact point. 
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 Border point 

A circular area of influence with user defined radius is assigned to each border 

contact point. 

Tip: Border contact point should have a smaller radius of influence than interior 

contact points, because they must be able to withstand impinging recoater forces. 

 

No support offset 

The overhang distance for which no support is needed. 

TIP: The no support offset value should be bigger than or equal to the border point influence 

region.  

The no support offset also has a large influence on the minimum self support angle: as the 

no support offset value is increased, the distance between two supporting layers on an 

angled surface will also increase.  
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XY offset 

The distance between a border point and its closest border (applicable if possible). 

 

Minimum self support angle 

The minimum angle for which the part is self supporting. 
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5.2.4 Top connection 

Penetration length  

The distance a contact point will penetrate into the surface of a part. 

TIP: The penetration length does NOT account for z compensation. 

 

Contact margin 

The distance between the part surface and the contact point before it broadens to its 

connection width. 

TIP: The contact margin does NOT account for z compensation. 

 

Horizontal connection height 

The height of the connections parallel to the platform. 
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Contact width 

The width of the part contact points. 

 

 Interior point  

The width of the part contact points for interior points. 

 

 Border point 

The width of the part contact points for border points. 

 

 

 Anchor point 

The width of the part contact points for anchor points. 
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Connection width 

The connection width. 

 

Close to part width 
The width of a gusset in case no grid can be generated. 
 

 

5.2.5 Bottom connection 

Penetration length 
The distance a contact point will penetrate into the surface of a part. 
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Contact margin 
The distance between the part surface and the contact point before it broadens to its 
connection width. 

 

Contact width 
The width of the contact point where it touches the part. 

 

Connection width 
The connection width is the width of a support that leads to the contact point. 
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5.2.6 Gusset preferences 

 

Gusset preference factor 
A factor which reflect the amount of gussets versus the amount of connections to the 
platform. 

Some value examples: 

0 : gussets are not preferred. Gussets will only be created when it’s not possible to create 
connections to the platform. 
1: 1-1 ratio. When the resin consumption is equally using gussets or using connections to the 
platform, e-Stage will create gussets. 

TIP: the higher this value, the more gussets will be created and will result in more resin 
savings. 

 
Height threshold 
A defined threshold z-height. 

Above this z-height gussets are preferred. 
Below this z-height gussets are not preferred. 

 
Maximum gusset offset 
The maximum overhang distance, expressed in the number of diamonds, for which gussets 
are preferred. 
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5.2.7 Grid 

Diamonds 

 Diamond width 

The width of the smallest diamonds that make up the lattice body of the support 

structure. 

TIP: As the diamond width is increased, the flexibility of the supports is also 

increased. 

If numerous connections originate from one grid point with high frequency, it is 

recommended to decrease the diamond width. 

 

 Edge width 

The width of the diamond edges. 

TIP: As the edge width is increased, the support will increase in stiffness. Stiffness is 

highly dependent upon support over-cure and thus a test build is recommended to 

obtain desired compressibility (for removal). 
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 Edge thickness  

The thickness of the diamond edges. 

 

 Diamond angle 

The elevation angle of the diamonds. 
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Column height to width ratio 

The column height to width ratio indicates the number of diamonds in a support column prior 

to widening of the grid and is the product of user defined integer n with the diamond width (n 

x w). 

TIP: Recommended value = 7, the default. 

 

Hull reduction level 

The hull reduction increases the size of the diamond perforations to save material when 

growing down to the platform. 

 Outer hull 

The outer hull reduction level is defined by the maximum allowed diamond width used 

to create the exterior wall of the support and is calculated by multiplying the diamond 

width with the exponentiation of base 2 and user defined exponent n: maximum 

allowed diamond width = 2n x diamond width. 

TIP: As the outer hull reduction level is raised, the flexibility of the support is 

increased and the resin flow is improved. 
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 Inner hull 

The inner hull reduction level is defined by the maximum allowed diamond width used 

to create the inner structure of the support and is calculated by multiplying the 

diamond width with the exponentiation of base 2 and user defined exponent n: 

maximum allowed diamond width = 2n x diamond width. 

TIP: As the inner hull reduction level is raised, the flexibility of the support is 

increased and the resin flow is improved. 

 

Margin to part 
The region around the part in which the support structure is not desired (applicable if 
possible). 
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Maximum offset around part 

The maximum offset around the part sets the outer boundary within which supports will be 

generated by offsetting off of the existing structure of a part. 

The default is set to -1, which grants e-Stage freedom to determine the necessary offset. 

TIP: We recommend utilizing the default value of -1 as e-Stage will automatically try to limit 

the offset for optimal results. 

 

Rotation around z 
The angle around the z axis by which the support grid is rotated relative to the platform.  
TIP: Especially with viscous, ceramic materials or a hard recoater, it is recommended to give 
a rotation to the support structure. Then, the recoater will exert less forces on the grid 
structure. 
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Minimize perforations 

Minimize perforations will completely remove the perforations of the outer hull. 

TIP: The perforations facilitate improved resin flow. 

 

Foundation 

The foundation is that part of the support between the platform and the support grid. 

 Enable foundation 

Disabling the foundation will connect the grid structure straight to the platform of the 

machine. 

 Maximum height 

The maximum height of the foundation. 
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 Maximum notch height 

The maximum height of the openings (notches) in the foundation. 

 

 Rigid foundation start 

Reinforced wall supports will be added to the foundation to further anchor the support 

foundation to the platform.  

 

 
5.2.8 Slicing 

Layer thickness 
The thickness of the layers the machine will use during a build. 

Slice position 
The slice position sets the position of the layer’s contour within a slice. 
TIP: Selection of top, middle or bottom will depend on the slicing software of the machine. 

Sli resolution 
The resolution of Sli output files as the number of integer units in one length unit (for example 
200 units/mm). An optimal value is calculated and chosen if a value of 0.0 is entered. (Only 
used when not deducible from input, e.g. stl, slc) 

Cli unit size 
The size of integer units of Cli output files. An optimal value is calculated and chosen if a 
value of 0.0 is entered. (Only used when not deducible from input, e.g. stl, slc) 

Slc force support type 
NOT recommended for most use cases. Results in non-compliant SLC output for specific old 
machine types. 


